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1 BACKGROUND 
This memorandum sets out the method that I used for constructing mortality tables, the 
justification for the parameters, and the finished results. The underlying data is the RPP 
dataset, collected by MIB Solutions and modified by me as the subcommittee agreed. I 
used data for pensioners only. Details regarding the collection and validation of data are 
provided in the study prepared by the subcommittee and the report prepared MIB 
Solutions. 

2 DEFINITIONS 
y
xq  means the probability that a person, age x nearest birthday at the beginning of 

calendar year y, will die before reaching the end of the calendar year. Note that both x 
and y are defined at the beginning of the one-year period. 

y
xI  means the improvement rate in mortality for persons aged x nearest birthday at the 

start of calendar year y-1 to those aged x at the start of calendar year y. In this case x is 
constant through the one-year period, and y is defined at the end of the period. 
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However, this definition yields a rather odd application if one desires improvement for a 
partial year, for example, at the middle of year y-1. It is odd because the improvement 
factor is indexed for year y, but the mortality rate is indexed for year y-1. 
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In what follows, I rarely use the actuarial symbols, but I do refer to a mortality rate or 
improvement rate for a year. The above definitions are to clarify what I intend. 

http://www.cia-ica.ca/docs/default-source/2013/213059e.pdf
http://www.cia-ica.ca/docs/default-source/2013/213061e.pdf
http://www.cia-ica.ca/docs/default-source/2013/213061e.pdf
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3 IDENTIFYING THE NEED FOR A NEW CANADIAN TABLE 
Chart 1 shows the ratio of actual deaths, measured by annualized pension to expected 
deaths on UP94 projected on scale AA to 2004 (UP94AA04). The bars represent males 
and females for the indicated five-year age groupings. 
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Chart 1.  Actual to Expected on UP94AA04, by pension
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The mortality rates of the dataset are clearly well under those anticipated by UP94AA04 
until higher ages. However, the more serious problem is that the slope is different. If the 
bars of the chart were all about the same height, then we could adjust UP94AA04 by a 
simple multiple. Because the slope of actual experience is materially steeper than 
expected, there is no good solution other than to construct a new table. 

4 OVERVIEW OF METHOD 
The method for constructing the new tables can be divided into the following steps. Note 
that all calculations use the data by amount of pension; data by number of lives is not 
used in table construction. 

1. Decide on what ages to include in the main graduation; 
2. Adjust amount of deaths to reflect the impact of improvement to 2014; 
3. Adjust the data to normalize the distribution by sector and size band across all 

ages; 
4. Graduate the data using Whittaker-Henderson; 
5. Extend to younger and older ages using data from other sources; and 
6. Develop adjustment factors by size of pension. 

Each of these steps is described in detail below. 
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5 AGES TO USE 
The data is not uniformly distributed by age. There is plenty of data for constructing a 
table in the mid-range of pensioner ages, but much less at the younger and older ages. It 
is preferable to have the standard deviation in mortality rate less than 10% of the rate 
itself to enhance the reliability of the resulting table. We could then use an age range of 
55–96 for males and 56–101 for females. I chose to use ages 55–100 knowing that the 
graduated rates for some of these ages at either end would later be replaced with 
interpolated rates. Table 1 provides details for some ages. 

Table 1. Mortality rate and standard deviation for selected ages

Raw Qx Std Dev SD/Qx Raw Qx Std Dev SD/Qx
55 0.0031 0.0004 0.133 0.0030 0.0003 0.098
56 0.0036 0.0004 0.105 0.0025 0.0003 0.109
57 0.0042 0.0004 0.087 0.0031 0.0003 0.087
58 0.0043 0.0004 0.087 0.0033 0.0003 0.083
59 0.0045 0.0004 0.084 0.0031 0.0003 0.092
60 0.0052 0.0004 0.075 0.0031 0.0003 0.097
61 0.0058 0.0004 0.071 0.0035 0.0003 0.090
62 0.0068 0.0004 0.065 0.0041 0.0003 0.084
63 0.0069 0.0005 0.069 0.0043 0.0004 0.087
64 0.0087 0.0005 0.060 0.0057 0.0004 0.073
65 0.0092 0.0006 0.060 0.0083 0.0005 0.054
66 0.0102 0.0006 0.058 0.0069 0.0005 0.071
67 0.0117 0.0006 0.055 0.0071 0.0005 0.076
68 0.0137 0.0007 0.050 0.0082 0.0006 0.071
69 0.0142 0.0007 0.051 0.0085 0.0006 0.075
70 0.0167 0.0008 0.046 0.0098 0.0007 0.070
90 0.1592 0.0059 0.037 0.1221 0.0046 0.038
91 0.1843 0.0071 0.039 0.1293 0.0052 0.040
92 0.2050 0.0086 0.042 0.1511 0.0060 0.039
93 0.1978 0.0104 0.053 0.1656 0.0070 0.042
94 0.2511 0.0129 0.051 0.1855 0.0081 0.044
95 0.2811 0.0164 0.058 0.1919 0.0097 0.050
96 0.2927 0.0205 0.070 0.2382 0.0115 0.048
97 0.2153 0.0266 0.123 0.2335 0.0141 0.060
98 0.2881 0.0339 0.118 0.2796 0.0177 0.063
99 0.3795 0.0451 0.119 0.2767 0.0224 0.081

100 0.2418 0.0567 0.234 0.3288 0.0286 0.087

Male Female

 
6 ADJUSTING FOR IMPROVEMENT 
The subcommittee requested 2014 as the base year for the table because the table is likely 
to take effect late in 2013 or early 2014. 
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Most tables in the past have simply added data across all years and worked with the 
aggregate. Then, if desired, the table is projected forward to some future year. However, 
adding across all years can inject a distortion in the resulting table in two ways.  

First, the actual weighted average year will not be exactly on January 1. To the extent it is 
not, the table will be inconsistent with improvement factors that are later applied to the 
base table. This concern is valid in our case because the weighted average year of 
experience is 2004.38, and improvement for 0.38 years is not negligible at all ages. 

Second, the weighted average year of experience is likely to be different for each age. In 
our case this is not a large concern. By quinquennial groups, the average year varies from 
a low of 2004.14 for ages 55–59 to a high of 2004.58 for 80–84, but most are within 0.05 
of 2004.50. 

Both concerns are resolved by adjusting the reported deaths by the appropriate 
improvement factors so that they would be consistent with the calendar year 2014. 

The adjustment factor is  

∏ (1 − 𝐼𝑥𝑡)2014
𝑡=𝑦+1   for deaths in calendar year, y 

Thus, deaths for all years are decreased in anticipation of mortality improvement from 
that year to 2014. The mortality improvement scale used is the one proposed by the 
subcommittee. 

7 DISTRIBUTION BY SECTOR AND SIZE 
Mortality experience varies significantly both by sector and by size of pension. For 
example, the ratio of actual deaths to expected on UP94 projected on AA to 2004 is 
77.7% for male public, but 103.4% for male private; 85.2% for female public, but 
101.8% for female private. That would not be serious in itself, but the matter is 
complicated by the fact that the proportion of data that is in the private sector varies 
considerably by age. The variation in mortality rates by size is also a cause for concern 
because the distribution by size varies considerably by age. 
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Chart 2 shows the ratio of exposure for private sector to total exposure by age. Because 
the mortality rates are generally higher for private than for public, the increase in the ratio 
of private to total over most ages will result in the mortality rates by age appearing to be 
more steeply sloped than for either public or private alone. 
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Chart 3 shows the ratio of exposure for private to total exposure by size band. Because 
the top bands are largely public, and because the mortality rates are generally lower for 
public, the pattern in mortality ratios by band may appear steeper than for either public or 
private alone. (Bands are for a range of monthly income and are identified by the lower 
limit for each band.) 
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Chart 4 shows the average pension for each sector and sex, by age. This chart gives 
further evidence that the pattern of mortality by age will be influenced by the underlying 
distribution by sector and size. 

Although we are able to calculate an appropriate raw mortality rate for each sector-band-
age cell, the mortality rates that we get when we combine sectors, bands, or ages will not 
be appropriate. The only way to avoid the problem is to adjust the distribution of the data 
in a manner that is faithful to the observed experience in each sex-sector-band-age cell. 

8 ADJUSTING FOR SECTOR AND SIZE 
The idea behind the adjustment is similar to age-adjusted mortality rates used by 
demographers to compare the mortality between countries with dissimilar distributions by 
age. The mortality rates at each age are applied to a standard population. The average 
mortality rates for the two countries on the same standard population then gives a 
meaningful comparison of the relative level of mortality between them. 
In this case we need, not age-adjustment, but sector-size adjustment. The following sets 
out how I make that adjustment. The adjustment is done separately for each sex. 

1. Determine the distribution of exposure by sector for the whole set of data to be 
graduated. 

2. Determine the distribution of exposure by band for the whole set of data to be 
graduated. 

3. Determine the total exposure for each age. 
4. Determine the desired exposure for each sector-band-age by an outer product of 

the three previous vectors. 
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5. For each sector-band-age multiply both exposure and deaths by the ratio of the 
proportion for that cell of the desired exposure to the actual exposure. Note that 
the mortality rate for each cell is not altered. 

6. However, if some sector-bands have zero exposure at a particular age, then apply 
#5 for the non-zero cells at that age with a modified proportion for the total. The 
modification is to recalculate the proportions excluding the sector-bands with zero 
exposure. Mathematically some accommodation is necessary to avoid a division 
by zero. Pragmatically we cannot use a cell with zero exposure because it has no 
mortality rate. 

7. Add the modified data across bands at each age, and combine sectors. The 
resulting sums can be used for determining the base mortality table. 

This approach preserves the mortality rates for each sector-band-age, but it combines the 
data in such a way that the varying distributions by sector-band by age will have no effect 
on the final result. 

Tables 6 and 7, which appear at the end of this memorandum, show how the method is 
implanted for male age 65 and male age 75. 

9 MAIN GRADUATION 
The modified data is added across all bands. The sectors are added together. The resulting 
sums give the deaths and exposure, measured by pension, for each age. 

The method of graduation is Whittaker-Henderson (WH). Not all actuaries will know this 
method since it is no longer on the syllabus of the Society of Actuaries. WH is 
computationally complex, but conceptually quite straightforward. The “elevator version” 
of WH is this: WH optimizes the balance between closeness of fit of the graduated data to 
the raw data and smoothness of the graduated data. Fit is measured by the sum of the 
squared difference between the graduated and raw data, usually weighted by another set 
of numbers, such as exposure. Smoothness is measured by the sum of the squared finite 
differences, of a specified order, in the graduated data. The standard expression to be 
optimized is given below. 

 

The raw mortality rates are graduated by WH. The weights are the exposures, normalized 
so that the sum of the weights is 46, the number of rates being graduated. The order of 
difference is 4 and the smoothing factor is 500. The same factors are used for both males 
and females. 

In the task of table construction the parameters that are chosen with the greatest care are 
typically the order of difference and the smoothness factor to be used in WH graduation. 
Table 2 shows the results for males of various choices for order (3 or 4, for perfect 
smoothness being represented by a quadratic or cubic) and the smoothness factor. The 
column called “Fit” represents the average weighted squared error per number graduated. 
The columns with the deltas are the average squared difference of the indicated order per 
number graduated. The last column is the present value of a monthly annuity-due of 1 per 
annum for a male age 65 calculated on the table generated by the factors. 

∑ ∑ ∆+− 22 )()( GradhRawGradWt n
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Order Smooth Fit ∆2 ∆3 ∆4 M65
3 5 9.51E-06 9.88E-07 9.37E-08 2.9E-08 14.32
3 50 1.05E-05 6.73E-07 5.32E-09 7.47E-10 14.32
3 500 1.09E-05 7.5E-07 2.2E-09 5.39E-11 14.32
3 5000 1.3E-05 5.09E-07 1.13E-09 1.39E-11 14.36
3 50000 2.89E-05 2.2E-07 2.44E-10 2.5E-12 14.45
4 5 8.77E-06 9.49E-06 8.65E-07 7.21E-08 14.32
4 50 9.7E-06 1.89E-06 1.5E-07 6.77E-09 14.32
4 500 1.04E-05 5.89E-07 1.31E-08 3.84E-10 14.32
4 5000 1.08E-05 9.04E-07 2.49E-09 3.67E-11 14.32
4 50000 1.12E-05 1.15E-06 3.58E-09 8.5E-12 14.33

Table 2. Impact of order and smoothness on main graduation

 
The most important observation is that there is very little variation in annuity values over 
the only two reasonable orders of difference and over a very wide range of smoothness 
factors. I conclude that the annuity values are dependent on the graduation parameters 
only to a very minor extent. I also note that fit and annuity values are less sensitive to the 
smoothness factor when the order is 4 as opposed to 3. 

10 EXTENSION TO YOUNGER AGES 
Our data was not adequate for use in table construction at younger ages. There are very 
few pensioners under age 55, and the quality of the active life data was poor. Because it 
is necessary to extend our table to much younger ages, I had to look for another source, 
preferably a Canadian one. 

The mortality rates for younger ages are taken from the recently published table, CIA97–
04. This table is for individual life insurance, but it is based on good-quality, recent 
Canadian data. The main concern is that the slope be appropriate for our purpose. 

Since there is very little self-selection by pensioners, an ultimate table seems a reasonable 
place to start. It turns out that the non-smoker ultimate table has about the same shape as 
the pensioner graduated rates for ages 60–72 for females. For males the shapes do not 
match up as well, but they are not far off. For males multiplying by 1.1 brings the two 
tables close together. For females, the multiple is 0.82. 

For ages 54–60 the rates were obtained by fitting a 5th order polynomial to the rates 
already obtained for ages 51, 52, 53, 61, 62, and 63. See charts 5 and 6 below for details 
of the interpolation. 
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11 EXTENSION TO OLDER AGES 
The rates for older ages are taken from my paper delivered at the Living to 100 
Symposium in 2011 on mortality at the oldest ages. This paper proposes mortality rates 
for ages over 95 for several countries based on raw death records, which were obtained 
from www.mortality.org. I used death records only because they appear to be reliable 
because of the legal requirement for reporting deaths. In contrast, the exposures at oldest 
ages are generally considered unreliable for census data. The relevant death records are 
for the Canadian population, not just for pensioners. The use of population data is not a 
concern because many studies show that mortality rates from various subsets tend to 
converge with each other at the highest ages. 

The rates from the paper are used without modification for ages 103 and higher. Rates at 
these very high ages seem to be very similar over a wide variety of datasets. The 
mortality rates also seem to fit well with those graduated. 
The table ends with a rate of 1 at age 115. Some recent tables go to a higher age; 
however, there is virtually no difference in actuarial present values until the attained age 
is over 105. Only one Canadian has ever reached exact age 116; she died before 118. No 
Canadian male has yet reached age 112. 

http://www.mortality.org/
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The rates for ages 95–102 for males are obtained by fitting a 4th degree polynomial to the 
rates previously obtained for ages 92, 93, 94, 103, and 104. For the females the rates for 
ages 98–102 are from a cubic based on ages 95, 96, 97, 103, and 104. The interpolations 
are shown graphically in charts 7 and 8. 
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12 SIZE ADJUSTMENT FACTORS 
Because our data are seriatim with monthly pension amounts, we are able to observe the 
variation in mortality by size of pension. To facilitate the analysis, I have segmented the 
data into size bands, the first for $10–$499 monthly, the second $500–$999, the third 
$1,000–$1,499, …, the thirteenth and highest for $6,000 and higher. 

However, these bands are not static. Rather they reflect the increase in the Average 
Weekly Earnings (AWE) as reported in CANSIM II Series V1558664. This series gave 
me AWE at the end of each year 1998–2012. I estimated the value at the end of 2013 by 
increasing the 2012 value by 2.5%, which is approximately consistent with the increases 
of the two prior years. The lower limit of band 3 is $1,000 of monthly income in 2014. 
For data of 2000 for example, I used $694 as the lower limit (1000 x 647.02 / 932.03, 
these numbers being the lower limit of the band and the AWE for the start of 2000 and 
2013). The actual limits of each band vary in each year of experience. The data is 
summarized by the appropriate bands, indexed to AWE. 

By the way, AWE fits well. The average increase in AWE over the nine years 1999–2008 
is 2.6%. The increase in average monthly pension in the data over the same period is 
2.8%, 3.0%, 2.9%, and 1.6% for male public, female public, male private and female 
private, respectively. 
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First, I need to establish the importance of the size adjustments. Charts 9 and 10 show the 
actual to expected ratios for each band with the one standard deviation above and below 
the mean. The expected table is the table constructed above on the modified data with 
improvement based on our scale. For these charts I used the original data, not the 
modified. The calculation includes ages 60–90. These charts show that the variation in 
mortality by size is highly significant. The variation for males is much larger than for 
females. 
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Chart 9. Male A/E by band
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But the ratios shown in the charts cannot be used as our size adjustment factors. The low 
bands are disproportionately older and private compared to other bands. We should 
expect the curve to steepen when we remove the varying distribution by age. We might 
expect it to flatten when adjusting for sector, but the opposite is true because the private 
data shows a little less variation in mortality by band than does public. 

Charts 11 and 12 show the calculated ratio of actual to expected on the table developed 
above for each band, called “raw”. The calculation uses ages 65–90. I also include a 
graduated set of ratios and tick marks to indicate one standard deviation above and below 
the raw. However, the standard deviations are approximate because of modifying the 
distribution. 

I did the graduation to eliminate the few cases in which there is an upward slope in a line 
segment. The graduation used a smoothing factor of 2 and an order of 3. 

Note that I show fewer bands for females than shown earlier. I have limited the bands to 
those for which there seems to be enough data to discern a pattern by size with 
reasonably good clarity. The highest band includes all pensions with amount equal to the 
lower limit for that band or higher. All lower bands have a uniform increment of $500. 
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13 RESULTS 
The resulting table represents the experience of the private pension plan data adjusted to 
January 1, 2014. Charts 13 and 14 show the graduated mortality rates (in blue) compared 
to the mortality rates of the modified data (red diamonds). The red tick-marks above and 
below the diamonds represent approximately one standard deviation in the raw mortality 
rates. (Modifying the data renders the standard deviations less reliable than in the original 
data.) 

All the rates are shown relative to UP94AA14 to make the charts more readable. 

One would expect that graduated rate to lie within one standard deviation of the raw 
mortality rates about two-thirds of the time. For males, it is true for 28 of the ages 60–95, 
and the difference between graduated and raw is only once more than two standard 
deviations removed from graduated. These facts indicate there is a good fit to the raw 
data. 

Coincidentally, the above remarks about fit are exactly the same for females. 

The mortality rates, improvement scale, and size adjustment factors are available in an 
Excel workbook, available here for download. 
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http://www.cia-ica.ca/docs/default-source/2013/213059te.xlsx
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14 SECTOR-DISTINCT TABLES 
There is sufficient data to construct tables separately for public sector and private sector 
for males, and I have done so as follows. 

1. I graduated the mortality from the modified data in the same manner as the 
combined. That is, I used the same data as described in section 8 with the 
exception that step 1 was not necessary because I used data only for the sector on 
which I was working at the time. 

2. I determined the actual to expected ratio for the sector using the modified data and 
expected on combined table for ages 61–94 (the ages for graduated rates not 
replaced by interpolated ones). The deaths had previously been adjusted to 2014. I 
refer to this ratio below as the “sector factor”. The factor for the public sector is 
0.94696 and the private 1.18547 for males. 

3. I set the sector-distinct morality rates equal to the combined mortality rates times 
the sector factor for ages below 54. 

4. I used the graduated mortality rates for ages 65–86. 
5. I interpolated the ratio between the sector-distinct and the combined rates by 

fitting a cubic to the ratios for ages 52, 53, 65, and 66. 
6. I set the sector-distinct rates equal the combined for ages 103 and higher. 
7. I interpolated the ratio between the sector-distinct and the combined rates by 

fitting a cubic to the ratios for ages 84, 85, 103, and 104. 

There is not enough data for private sector females to support table construction. 
However, I determined sector factors as for males, except for ages 61–97. The factors are 
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0.99561 for public and 1.18462 for private. I applied these factors for ages under 86, and 
used a ratio of 1.0 for ages over 102. The ratio for intervening ages were obtained by 
fitting a cubic to the two ratios at ages 84, 85, 103, and 104. 

The same improvement scale apply as for the combined table. The size adjustment factors 
are modified by applying a common factor so that the ratio of actual deaths to expected 
with size adjustment over ages 65–90 is 1.0. 

Please exercise caution in using the sector-distinct tables. Bear in mind that we are 
treating the private sector industries “Finance, insurance and real estate” and 
“Information and cultural industries” as best represented by the public sector data. It is 
always best to adjust the table, whether combined or sector-distinct, for recent, credible 
experience of the pension plan. If no such experience exists, it is appropriate to use size 
adjustments and/or relevant experience from other plans in the same industry. 

Charts 15 and 16 show the sector-distinct tables as a ratio to the combined table. 
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15 TRANSITION—ONE-DIMENSIONAL SCALE 
The subcommittee believes strongly that a two-dimensional improvement scale fits the 
data better than any one-dimensional scale could. However, the subcommittee also 
recognizes that not all actuaries will have access immediately to software that can handle 
a two-dimensional improvement scale. Therefore, as a transition, the subcommittee has 
developed a one-dimensional improvement scale that approximates the results of the two-
dimensional scale closely enough before 2016. 

15.1 Developing a One-Dimensional Scale 
The transitional basis should give approximately the same annuity values that are 
produced by the proposed basis. This suggests a method: solve for the one-dimensional 
improvement rates that give the same annuity values as the two-dimensional scale. 

Because the rates at the highest several ages of the two-dimensional scale are zero, it is 
obvious that the one-dimensional scale will be zero at these same ages. The first non-zero 
improvement rate will be the two-dimensional rate for that age in 2015. The improvement 
rate for one year earlier can be solved for because there is left only one unknown, the 
improvement rate for that age. The method then is a recursive formula in which one 
solves for the improvement rate, Ix. 

𝑎𝑥,2𝑑
2015 = 𝑎𝑥,1𝑑

2015 = 𝑣𝑝𝑥,1𝑑
2015�̈�𝑥+1,1𝑑

2016 = (1 − 𝑞𝑥,1𝑑
𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒(1 − 𝐼𝑥))𝑣�̈�𝑥+1,1𝑑

2016  

The above works almost perfectly for life annuities. However, when adding a guarantee 
period, a deferred period, or a second life for some type of joint and survivor form or 
when calculating deferred annuities, the approximation is not as good, particularly for a 
long deferred period. 

It is important to remember that this one-dimensional scale exists only to approximate a 
reasonable two-dimensional scale. It is not possible to construct an approximation that 
will work in all situations. One example for which the approximation is less than ideal is 
the valuing of active lives for which there is a death benefit equal to the commuted value 
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of the pension until the retirement age. The value is largely independent of mortality rates 
before the retirement age. However, the mortality rates after the retirement age are 
projected considerably farther into the future than for an life annuity now at the 
retirement age. Because the one-dimensional improvement rates are tuned for an 
immediate annuity, and because the improvement rates decrease with time in the two-
dimensional scale, present values of deferred annuities that are independent of mortality 
before retirement will be overstated on the approximate scale. 

Note that this one-dimensional scale contains negative improvement rates for male ages 
50–55. This fact illustrates that the one-dimensional scale is not reasonable in itself. It is 
a mathematical fiction developed to approximate the proposed two-dimensional scale. It 
will serve well for the next two years for pension valuations and pension commuted 
values. It may not work well for other purposes; in particular, it will not yield reasonable 
mortality rates at all ages. 

15.2 Results 
The tables 3, 4, and 5 compare present values of monthly annuities-due at 4% for the 
beginning of 2014, 2015, and 2016 for life annuities with and without a guarantee period 
and for joint and survivor annuities decreasing on member death.  

We consider the approximation close enough to be acceptable in pension valuations 
before 2016 01 01. 

Age Exact Approx ∆ Exact Approx ∆ Exact Approx ∆
M45 20.06 20.06 0.00% 20.07 20.07 0.00% 20.09 20.09 0.00%
M55 17.63 17.63 0.00% 17.65 17.65 0.00% 17.67 17.67 0.01%
M65 14.36 14.36 0.00% 14.39 14.39 0.00% 14.43 14.43 0.02%
M75 10.17 10.17 0.00% 10.21 10.21 0.00% 10.25 10.26 0.03%
F45 20.58 20.58 0.00% 20.59 20.59 0.00% 20.60 20.60 0.00%
F55 18.30 18.30 0.00% 18.31 18.31 0.00% 18.32 18.32 0.00%
F65 15.18 15.18 0.00% 15.21 15.21 0.00% 15.23 15.23 0.00%
F75 11.23 11.23 0.00% 11.25 11.25 0.00% 11.28 11.28 0.01%

Table 3. Monthly life annuity-due at 4%
2014 01 01 2015 01 01 2016 01 01

Age Exact Approx ∆ Exact Approx ∆ Exact Approx ∆
M45 20.12 20.12 0.02% 20.13 20.13 0.02% 20.14 20.15 0.03%
M55 17.76 17.77 0.05% 17.78 17.79 0.06% 17.80 17.82 0.08%
M65 14.69 14.70 0.11% 14.71 14.73 0.15% 14.74 14.76 0.19%
M75 11.13 11.14 0.12% 11.15 11.17 0.16% 11.18 11.20 0.21%
F45 20.61 20.62 0.00% 20.62 20.62 0.01% 20.63 20.63 0.01%
F55 18.38 18.38 0.02% 18.39 18.40 0.02% 18.41 18.41 0.03%
F65 15.43 15.44 0.05% 15.45 15.46 0.06% 15.47 15.48 0.08%
F75 11.92 11.93 0.08% 11.94 11.95 0.11% 11.95 11.97 0.15%

Table 4. Monthly annuity-due with 10 year certain at 4%
2014 01 01 2015 01 01 2016 01 01
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Age Exact Approx ∆ Exact Approx ∆ Exact Approx ∆
M45-F45 20.98 21.03 0.21% 20.99 21.04 0.22% 21.00 21.05 0.23%
M55-F55 18.85 18.89 0.23% 18.86 18.91 0.24% 18.88 18.93 0.26%
M65-F65 15.86 15.89 0.18% 15.89 15.92 0.21% 15.91 15.94 0.23%
M75-F75 11.84 11.85 0.08% 11.87 11.89 0.10% 11.90 11.92 0.14%
F45-M45 21.19 23.60 0.14% 23.57 23.60 0.14% 23.57 23.61 0.14%
F55-M55 19.12 22.64 0.17% 22.61 22.65 0.18% 22.62 22.66 0.18%
F65-M65 16.19 21.23 0.20% 21.19 21.24 0.21% 21.20 21.25 0.22%
F75-M75 12.26 19.15 0.21% 19.12 19.16 0.22% 19.13 19.17 0.23%

2014 01 01 2015 01 01 2016 01 01
Table 5. Monthly annuity-due reducing to 60% on member death at 4%
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Table 6. Adjusting Male 65

Band Public Private Total Public Private Total Band Public Private Total Public Private Total
10 0.0062 0.0049 0.0112 0.0072 0.0116 0.0092 10 0.0166 0.0049 0.0215 0.0072 0.0116 0.0082

500 0.0233 0.0064 0.0297 0.0088 0.0078 0.0086 500 0.0361 0.0107 0.0467 0.0088 0.0078 0.0086
1000 0.0415 0.0084 0.0500 0.0079 0.0159 0.0093 1000 0.0486 0.0144 0.0630 0.0079 0.0159 0.0098
1500 0.0455 0.0177 0.0633 0.0092 0.0117 0.0099 1500 0.0576 0.0170 0.0746 0.0092 0.0117 0.0098
2000 0.0443 0.0262 0.0704 0.0091 0.0089 0.0090 2000 0.0605 0.0179 0.0784 0.0091 0.0089 0.0090
2500 0.0539 0.0235 0.0774 0.0079 0.0049 0.0070 2500 0.0586 0.0173 0.0759 0.0079 0.0049 0.0072
3000 0.0669 0.0181 0.0850 0.0042 0.0132 0.0061 3000 0.0606 0.0179 0.0785 0.0042 0.0132 0.0063
3500 0.0833 0.0139 0.0972 0.0058 0.0075 0.0060 3500 0.0679 0.0201 0.0880 0.0058 0.0075 0.0062
4000 0.1134 0.0110 0.1245 0.0041 0.0046 0.0041 4000 0.0747 0.0221 0.0968 0.0041 0.0046 0.0042
4500 0.1236 0.0065 0.1300 0.0064 0.0070 0.0065 4500 0.0844 0.0250 0.1093 0.0064 0.0070 0.0066
5000 0.2488 0.0126 0.2614 0.0069 0.0038 0.0068 5000 0.2062 0.0610 0.2672 0.0069 0.0038 0.0062
Total 0.8507 0.1493 1.0000 0.0065 0.0086 0.0069 Total 0.7718 0.2282 1.0000 0.0069 0.0075 0.0070

Distribution by Income Mortality rates
Original Distribution Modified Distribution

Distribution by Income Mortality rates
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Table 7. Adjusting Male 75

Band Public Private Total Public Private Total Band Public Private Total Public Private Total
10 0.0107 0.0214 0.0321 0.0258 0.0272 0.0267 10 0.0166 0.0049 0.0215 0.0258 0.0272 0.0261

500 0.0396 0.0290 0.0686 0.0274 0.0323 0.0294 500 0.0361 0.0107 0.0467 0.0274 0.0323 0.0285
1000 0.0533 0.0355 0.0888 0.0247 0.0264 0.0254 1000 0.0486 0.0144 0.0630 0.0247 0.0264 0.0251
1500 0.0504 0.0528 0.1032 0.0260 0.0270 0.0265 1500 0.0576 0.0170 0.0746 0.0260 0.0270 0.0263
2000 0.0446 0.0566 0.1012 0.0244 0.0272 0.0260 2000 0.0605 0.0179 0.0784 0.0244 0.0272 0.0250
2500 0.0533 0.0396 0.0930 0.0204 0.0232 0.0216 2500 0.0586 0.0173 0.0759 0.0204 0.0232 0.0210
3000 0.0610 0.0299 0.0910 0.0203 0.0254 0.0220 3000 0.0606 0.0179 0.0785 0.0203 0.0254 0.0215
3500 0.0646 0.0249 0.0896 0.0179 0.0320 0.0219 3500 0.0679 0.0201 0.0880 0.0179 0.0320 0.0212
4000 0.0672 0.0148 0.0820 0.0158 0.0286 0.0181 4000 0.0747 0.0221 0.0968 0.0158 0.0286 0.0187
4500 0.0650 0.0080 0.0730 0.0183 0.0174 0.0182 4500 0.0844 0.0250 0.1093 0.0183 0.0174 0.0181
5000 0.1609 0.0167 0.1776 0.0132 0.0292 0.0147 5000 0.2062 0.0610 0.2672 0.0132 0.0292 0.0169
Total 0.6706 0.3294 1.0000 0.0193 0.0272 0.0219 Total 0.7718 0.2282 1.0000 0.0190 0.0269 0.0208

Original Distribution Modified Distribution
Distribution by Income Mortality rates Distribution by Income Mortality rates
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Memorandum



To: 	Pension Experience Subcommittee 

From: 	Bob Howard 

Date: 	July 31, 2013

Subject: 	CPM-RPP14 Mortality Tables 

Document 213060

BACKGROUND

This memorandum sets out the method that I used for constructing mortality tables, the justification for the parameters, and the finished results. The underlying data is the RPP dataset, collected by MIB Solutions and modified by me as the subcommittee agreed. I used data for pensioners only. Details regarding the collection and validation of data are provided in the study prepared by the subcommittee and the report prepared MIB Solutions.

DEFINITIONS



 means the probability that a person, age x nearest birthday at the beginning of calendar year y, will die before reaching the end of the calendar year. Note that both x and y are defined at the beginning of the one-year period.



 means the improvement rate in mortality for persons aged x nearest birthday at the start of calendar year y-1 to those aged x at the start of calendar year y. In this case x is constant through the one-year period, and y is defined at the end of the period.



Thus 

However, this definition yields a rather odd application if one desires improvement for a partial year, for example, at the middle of year y-1. It is odd because the improvement factor is indexed for year y, but the mortality rate is indexed for year y-1.





In what follows, I rarely use the actuarial symbols, but I do refer to a mortality rate or improvement rate for a year. The above definitions are to clarify what I intend.
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IDENTIFYING THE NEED FOR A NEW CANADIAN TABLE

Chart 1 shows the ratio of actual deaths, measured by annualized pension to expected deaths on UP94 projected on scale AA to 2004 (UP94AA04). The bars represent males and females for the indicated five-year age groupings.



The mortality rates of the dataset are clearly well under those anticipated by UP94AA04 until higher ages. However, the more serious problem is that the slope is different. If the bars of the chart were all about the same height, then we could adjust UP94AA04 by a simple multiple. Because the slope of actual experience is materially steeper than expected, there is no good solution other than to construct a new table.

OVERVIEW OF METHOD

The method for constructing the new tables can be divided into the following steps. Note that all calculations use the data by amount of pension; data by number of lives is not used in table construction.

1. Decide on what ages to include in the main graduation;

2. Adjust amount of deaths to reflect the impact of improvement to 2014;

3. Adjust the data to normalize the distribution by sector and size band across all ages;

4. Graduate the data using Whittaker-Henderson;

5. Extend to younger and older ages using data from other sources; and

6. Develop adjustment factors by size of pension.

Each of these steps is described in detail below.

AGES TO USE

The data is not uniformly distributed by age. There is plenty of data for constructing a table in the mid-range of pensioner ages, but much less at the younger and older ages. It is preferable to have the standard deviation in mortality rate less than 10% of the rate itself to enhance the reliability of the resulting table. We could then use an age range of 55–96 for males and 56–101 for females. I chose to use ages 55–100 knowing that the graduated rates for some of these ages at either end would later be replaced with interpolated rates. Table 1 provides details for some ages.



ADJUSTING FOR IMPROVEMENT

The subcommittee requested 2014 as the base year for the table because the table is likely to take effect late in 2013 or early 2014.

Most tables in the past have simply added data across all years and worked with the aggregate. Then, if desired, the table is projected forward to some future year. However, adding across all years can inject a distortion in the resulting table in two ways. 

First, the actual weighted average year will not be exactly on January 1. To the extent it is not, the table will be inconsistent with improvement factors that are later applied to the base table. This concern is valid in our case because the weighted average year of experience is 2004.38, and improvement for 0.38 years is not negligible at all ages.

Second, the weighted average year of experience is likely to be different for each age. In our case this is not a large concern. By quinquennial groups, the average year varies from a low of 2004.14 for ages 55–59 to a high of 2004.58 for 80–84, but most are within 0.05 of 2004.50.

Both concerns are resolved by adjusting the reported deaths by the appropriate improvement factors so that they would be consistent with the calendar year 2014.

The adjustment factor is 

		for deaths in calendar year, y

Thus, deaths for all years are decreased in anticipation of mortality improvement from that year to 2014. The mortality improvement scale used is the one proposed by the subcommittee.

DISTRIBUTION BY SECTOR AND SIZE

Mortality experience varies significantly both by sector and by size of pension. For example, the ratio of actual deaths to expected on UP94 projected on AA to 2004 is 77.7% for male public, but 103.4% for male private; 85.2% for female public, but 101.8% for female private. That would not be serious in itself, but the matter is complicated by the fact that the proportion of data that is in the private sector varies considerably by age. The variation in mortality rates by size is also a cause for concern because the distribution by size varies considerably by age.



Chart 2 shows the ratio of exposure for private sector to total exposure by age. Because the mortality rates are generally higher for private than for public, the increase in the ratio of private to total over most ages will result in the mortality rates by age appearing to be more steeply sloped than for either public or private alone.



Chart 3 shows the ratio of exposure for private to total exposure by size band. Because the top bands are largely public, and because the mortality rates are generally lower for public, the pattern in mortality ratios by band may appear steeper than for either public or private alone. (Bands are for a range of monthly income and are identified by the lower limit for each band.)



Chart 4 shows the average pension for each sector and sex, by age. This chart gives further evidence that the pattern of mortality by age will be influenced by the underlying distribution by sector and size.

Although we are able to calculate an appropriate raw mortality rate for each sector-band-age cell, the mortality rates that we get when we combine sectors, bands, or ages will not be appropriate. The only way to avoid the problem is to adjust the distribution of the data in a manner that is faithful to the observed experience in each sex-sector-band-age cell.

ADJUSTING FOR SECTOR AND SIZE

The idea behind the adjustment is similar to age-adjusted mortality rates used by demographers to compare the mortality between countries with dissimilar distributions by age. The mortality rates at each age are applied to a standard population. The average mortality rates for the two countries on the same standard population then gives a meaningful comparison of the relative level of mortality between them.

In this case we need, not age-adjustment, but sector-size adjustment. The following sets out how I make that adjustment. The adjustment is done separately for each sex.

1. Determine the distribution of exposure by sector for the whole set of data to be graduated.

2. Determine the distribution of exposure by band for the whole set of data to be graduated.

3. Determine the total exposure for each age.

4. Determine the desired exposure for each sector-band-age by an outer product of the three previous vectors.

5. For each sector-band-age multiply both exposure and deaths by the ratio of the proportion for that cell of the desired exposure to the actual exposure. Note that the mortality rate for each cell is not altered.

6. However, if some sector-bands have zero exposure at a particular age, then apply #5 for the non-zero cells at that age with a modified proportion for the total. The modification is to recalculate the proportions excluding the sector-bands with zero exposure. Mathematically some accommodation is necessary to avoid a division by zero. Pragmatically we cannot use a cell with zero exposure because it has no mortality rate.

7. Add the modified data across bands at each age, and combine sectors. The resulting sums can be used for determining the base mortality table.

This approach preserves the mortality rates for each sector-band-age, but it combines the data in such a way that the varying distributions by sector-band by age will have no effect on the final result.

Tables 6 and 7, which appear at the end of this memorandum, show how the method is implanted for male age 65 and male age 75.

MAIN GRADUATION

The modified data is added across all bands. The sectors are added together. The resulting sums give the deaths and exposure, measured by pension, for each age.

The method of graduation is Whittaker-Henderson (WH). Not all actuaries will know this method since it is no longer on the syllabus of the Society of Actuaries. WH is computationally complex, but conceptually quite straightforward. The “elevator version” of WH is this: WH optimizes the balance between closeness of fit of the graduated data to the raw data and smoothness of the graduated data. Fit is measured by the sum of the squared difference between the graduated and raw data, usually weighted by another set of numbers, such as exposure. Smoothness is measured by the sum of the squared finite differences, of a specified order, in the graduated data. The standard expression to be optimized is given below.



The raw mortality rates are graduated by WH. The weights are the exposures, normalized so that the sum of the weights is 46, the number of rates being graduated. The order of difference is 4 and the smoothing factor is 500. The same factors are used for both males and females.

In the task of table construction the parameters that are chosen with the greatest care are typically the order of difference and the smoothness factor to be used in WH graduation. Table 2 shows the results for males of various choices for order (3 or 4, for perfect smoothness being represented by a quadratic or cubic) and the smoothness factor. The column called “Fit” represents the average weighted squared error per number graduated. The columns with the deltas are the average squared difference of the indicated order per number graduated. The last column is the present value of a monthly annuity-due of 1 per annum for a male age 65 calculated on the table generated by the factors.



The most important observation is that there is very little variation in annuity values over the only two reasonable orders of difference and over a very wide range of smoothness factors. I conclude that the annuity values are dependent on the graduation parameters only to a very minor extent. I also note that fit and annuity values are less sensitive to the smoothness factor when the order is 4 as opposed to 3.

EXTENSION TO YOUNGER AGES

Our data was not adequate for use in table construction at younger ages. There are very few pensioners under age 55, and the quality of the active life data was poor. Because it is necessary to extend our table to much younger ages, I had to look for another source, preferably a Canadian one.

The mortality rates for younger ages are taken from the recently published table, CIA97–04. This table is for individual life insurance, but it is based on good-quality, recent Canadian data. The main concern is that the slope be appropriate for our purpose.

Since there is very little self-selection by pensioners, an ultimate table seems a reasonable place to start. It turns out that the non-smoker ultimate table has about the same shape as the pensioner graduated rates for ages 60–72 for females. For males the shapes do not match up as well, but they are not far off. For males multiplying by 1.1 brings the two tables close together. For females, the multiple is 0.82.

For ages 54–60 the rates were obtained by fitting a 5th order polynomial to the rates already obtained for ages 51, 52, 53, 61, 62, and 63. See charts 5 and 6 below for details of the interpolation.





EXTENSION TO OLDER AGES

The rates for older ages are taken from my paper delivered at the Living to 100 Symposium in 2011 on mortality at the oldest ages. This paper proposes mortality rates for ages over 95 for several countries based on raw death records, which were obtained from www.mortality.org. I used death records only because they appear to be reliable because of the legal requirement for reporting deaths. In contrast, the exposures at oldest ages are generally considered unreliable for census data. The relevant death records are for the Canadian population, not just for pensioners. The use of population data is not a concern because many studies show that mortality rates from various subsets tend to converge with each other at the highest ages.

The rates from the paper are used without modification for ages 103 and higher. Rates at these very high ages seem to be very similar over a wide variety of datasets. The mortality rates also seem to fit well with those graduated.

The table ends with a rate of 1 at age 115. Some recent tables go to a higher age; however, there is virtually no difference in actuarial present values until the attained age is over 105. Only one Canadian has ever reached exact age 116; she died before 118. No Canadian male has yet reached age 112.

The rates for ages 95–102 for males are obtained by fitting a 4th degree polynomial to the rates previously obtained for ages 92, 93, 94, 103, and 104. For the females the rates for ages 98–102 are from a cubic based on ages 95, 96, 97, 103, and 104. The interpolations are shown graphically in charts 7 and 8.





SIZE ADJUSTMENT FACTORS

Because our data are seriatim with monthly pension amounts, we are able to observe the variation in mortality by size of pension. To facilitate the analysis, I have segmented the data into size bands, the first for $10–$499 monthly, the second $500–$999, the third $1,000–$1,499, …, the thirteenth and highest for $6,000 and higher.

However, these bands are not static. Rather they reflect the increase in the Average Weekly Earnings (AWE) as reported in CANSIM II Series V1558664. This series gave me AWE at the end of each year 1998–2012. I estimated the value at the end of 2013 by increasing the 2012 value by 2.5%, which is approximately consistent with the increases of the two prior years. The lower limit of band 3 is $1,000 of monthly income in 2014. For data of 2000 for example, I used $694 as the lower limit (1000 x 647.02 / 932.03, these numbers being the lower limit of the band and the AWE for the start of 2000 and 2013). The actual limits of each band vary in each year of experience. The data is summarized by the appropriate bands, indexed to AWE.

By the way, AWE fits well. The average increase in AWE over the nine years 1999–2008 is 2.6%. The increase in average monthly pension in the data over the same period is 2.8%, 3.0%, 2.9%, and 1.6% for male public, female public, male private and female private, respectively.

First, I need to establish the importance of the size adjustments. Charts 9 and 10 show the actual to expected ratios for each band with the one standard deviation above and below the mean. The expected table is the table constructed above on the modified data with improvement based on our scale. For these charts I used the original data, not the modified. The calculation includes ages 60–90. These charts show that the variation in mortality by size is highly significant. The variation for males is much larger than for females.





But the ratios shown in the charts cannot be used as our size adjustment factors. The low bands are disproportionately older and private compared to other bands. We should expect the curve to steepen when we remove the varying distribution by age. We might expect it to flatten when adjusting for sector, but the opposite is true because the private data shows a little less variation in mortality by band than does public.

Charts 11 and 12 show the calculated ratio of actual to expected on the table developed above for each band, called “raw”. The calculation uses ages 65–90. I also include a graduated set of ratios and tick marks to indicate one standard deviation above and below the raw. However, the standard deviations are approximate because of modifying the distribution.

I did the graduation to eliminate the few cases in which there is an upward slope in a line segment. The graduation used a smoothing factor of 2 and an order of 3.

Note that I show fewer bands for females than shown earlier. I have limited the bands to those for which there seems to be enough data to discern a pattern by size with reasonably good clarity. The highest band includes all pensions with amount equal to the lower limit for that band or higher. All lower bands have a uniform increment of $500.





RESULTS

The resulting table represents the experience of the private pension plan data adjusted to January 1, 2014. Charts 13 and 14 show the graduated mortality rates (in blue) compared to the mortality rates of the modified data (red diamonds). The red tick-marks above and below the diamonds represent approximately one standard deviation in the raw mortality rates. (Modifying the data renders the standard deviations less reliable than in the original data.)

All the rates are shown relative to UP94AA14 to make the charts more readable.

One would expect that graduated rate to lie within one standard deviation of the raw mortality rates about two-thirds of the time. For males, it is true for 28 of the ages 60–95, and the difference between graduated and raw is only once more than two standard deviations removed from graduated. These facts indicate there is a good fit to the raw data.

Coincidentally, the above remarks about fit are exactly the same for females.

The mortality rates, improvement scale, and size adjustment factors are available in an Excel workbook, available here for download.





SECTOR-DISTINCT TABLES

There is sufficient data to construct tables separately for public sector and private sector for males, and I have done so as follows.

1. I graduated the mortality from the modified data in the same manner as the combined. That is, I used the same data as described in section 8 with the exception that step 1 was not necessary because I used data only for the sector on which I was working at the time.

9. I determined the actual to expected ratio for the sector using the modified data and expected on combined table for ages 61–94 (the ages for graduated rates not replaced by interpolated ones). The deaths had previously been adjusted to 2014. I refer to this ratio below as the “sector factor”. The factor for the public sector is 0.94696 and the private 1.18547 for males.

10. I set the sector-distinct morality rates equal to the combined mortality rates times the sector factor for ages below 54.

11. I used the graduated mortality rates for ages 65–86.

12. I interpolated the ratio between the sector-distinct and the combined rates by fitting a cubic to the ratios for ages 52, 53, 65, and 66.

13. I set the sector-distinct rates equal the combined for ages 103 and higher.

14. I interpolated the ratio between the sector-distinct and the combined rates by fitting a cubic to the ratios for ages 84, 85, 103, and 104.

There is not enough data for private sector females to support table construction. However, I determined sector factors as for males, except for ages 61–97. The factors are 0.99561 for public and 1.18462 for private. I applied these factors for ages under 86, and used a ratio of 1.0 for ages over 102. The ratio for intervening ages were obtained by fitting a cubic to the two ratios at ages 84, 85, 103, and 104.

The same improvement scale apply as for the combined table. The size adjustment factors are modified by applying a common factor so that the ratio of actual deaths to expected with size adjustment over ages 65–90 is 1.0.

Please exercise caution in using the sector-distinct tables. Bear in mind that we are treating the private sector industries “Finance, insurance and real estate” and “Information and cultural industries” as best represented by the public sector data. It is always best to adjust the table, whether combined or sector-distinct, for recent, credible experience of the pension plan. If no such experience exists, it is appropriate to use size adjustments and/or relevant experience from other plans in the same industry.

Charts 15 and 16 show the sector-distinct tables as a ratio to the combined table.





TRANSITION—ONE-DIMENSIONAL SCALE

The subcommittee believes strongly that a two-dimensional improvement scale fits the data better than any one-dimensional scale could. However, the subcommittee also recognizes that not all actuaries will have access immediately to software that can handle a two-dimensional improvement scale. Therefore, as a transition, the subcommittee has developed a one-dimensional improvement scale that approximates the results of the two-dimensional scale closely enough before 2016.

Developing a One-Dimensional Scale

The transitional basis should give approximately the same annuity values that are produced by the proposed basis. This suggests a method: solve for the one-dimensional improvement rates that give the same annuity values as the two-dimensional scale.

Because the rates at the highest several ages of the two-dimensional scale are zero, it is obvious that the one-dimensional scale will be zero at these same ages. The first non-zero improvement rate will be the two-dimensional rate for that age in 2015. The improvement rate for one year earlier can be solved for because there is left only one unknown, the improvement rate for that age. The method then is a recursive formula in which one solves for the improvement rate, Ix.



The above works almost perfectly for life annuities. However, when adding a guarantee period, a deferred period, or a second life for some type of joint and survivor form or when calculating deferred annuities, the approximation is not as good, particularly for a long deferred period.

It is important to remember that this one-dimensional scale exists only to approximate a reasonable two-dimensional scale. It is not possible to construct an approximation that will work in all situations. One example for which the approximation is less than ideal is the valuing of active lives for which there is a death benefit equal to the commuted value of the pension until the retirement age. The value is largely independent of mortality rates before the retirement age. However, the mortality rates after the retirement age are projected considerably farther into the future than for an life annuity now at the retirement age. Because the one-dimensional improvement rates are tuned for an immediate annuity, and because the improvement rates decrease with time in the two-dimensional scale, present values of deferred annuities that are independent of mortality before retirement will be overstated on the approximate scale.

Note that this one-dimensional scale contains negative improvement rates for male ages 50–55. This fact illustrates that the one-dimensional scale is not reasonable in itself. It is a mathematical fiction developed to approximate the proposed two-dimensional scale. It will serve well for the next two years for pension valuations and pension commuted values. It may not work well for other purposes; in particular, it will not yield reasonable mortality rates at all ages.

Results

The tables 3, 4, and 5 compare present values of monthly annuities-due at 4% for the beginning of 2014, 2015, and 2016 for life annuities with and without a guarantee period and for joint and survivor annuities decreasing on member death. 

We consider the approximation close enough to be acceptable in pension valuations before 2016 01 01.
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Chart 1.  Actual to Expected on UP94AA04, by pension
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Table 1. Mortality rate and standard deviation for selected ages


Raw QxStd DevSD/QxRaw QxStd DevSD/Qx


550.00310.00040.1330.00300.00030.098


560.00360.00040.1050.00250.00030.109


570.00420.00040.0870.00310.00030.087


580.00430.00040.0870.00330.00030.083


590.00450.00040.0840.00310.00030.092


600.00520.00040.0750.00310.00030.097


610.00580.00040.0710.00350.00030.090


620.00680.00040.0650.00410.00030.084


630.00690.00050.0690.00430.00040.087


640.00870.00050.0600.00570.00040.073


650.00920.00060.0600.00830.00050.054


660.01020.00060.0580.00690.00050.071


670.01170.00060.0550.00710.00050.076


680.01370.00070.0500.00820.00060.071


690.01420.00070.0510.00850.00060.075


700.01670.00080.0460.00980.00070.070


900.15920.00590.0370.12210.00460.038


910.18430.00710.0390.12930.00520.040


920.20500.00860.0420.15110.00600.039


930.19780.01040.0530.16560.00700.042


940.25110.01290.0510.18550.00810.044


950.28110.01640.0580.19190.00970.050


960.29270.02050.0700.23820.01150.048


970.21530.02660.1230.23350.01410.060


980.28810.03390.1180.27960.01770.063


990.37950.04510.1190.27670.02240.081


1000.24180.05670.2340.32880.02860.087


MaleFemale
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00.10.20.30.46065707580859095100Chart 2. Ratio of Private to Total Exposure, by AgeMaleFemale
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00.10.20.30.40.50.60100020003000400050006000Chart 3. Ratio of Private to Total Exposure, by BandMaleFemale
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05001000150020002500300035006065707580859095100Chart 4. Average monthly pension by sex/sectorM PublicF PublicM PrivateF Private
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OrderSmoothFit∆


2


∆


3


∆


4


M65


359.51E-069.88E-079.37E-082.9E-0814.32


3501.05E-056.73E-075.32E-097.47E-1014.32


35001.09E-057.5E-072.2E-095.39E-1114.32


350001.3E-055.09E-071.13E-091.39E-1114.36


3500002.89E-052.2E-072.44E-102.5E-1214.45


458.77E-069.49E-068.65E-077.21E-0814.32


4509.7E-061.89E-061.5E-076.77E-0914.32


45001.04E-055.89E-071.31E-083.84E-1014.32


450001.08E-059.04E-072.49E-093.67E-1114.32


4500001.12E-051.15E-063.58E-098.5E-1214.33


Table 2. Impact of order and smoothness on main graduation
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00.0020.0040.0060.00851525354555657585960616263Chart 5. Interpolation -MaleInterpolatedGrad1.10*CIA97ns
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00.0020.0040.00651525354555657585960616263Chart 6. Interpolation -FemaleInterpolatedGrad0.82*CIA97ns
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0.10.20.30.40.59293949596979899100101102103104105Chart 7. Interpolation -MaleInterpolatedGradOldest
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0.20.30.40.59596979899100101102103104105Chart 8. Interpolation -FemaleInterpolatedGradOldest
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0.50.60.70.80.911.11.21.31.41.50100020003000400050006000Chart 9. Male A/E by band
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0.50.60.70.80.911.11.21.31.41.50100020003000400050006000Chart 10. Female A/E by band
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0.70.80.911.11.21.30100020003000400050006000Chart 11. Male Band FactorsGradRawRaw+1sdRaw-1sd
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0.80.911.11.205001000150020002500300035004000Chart 12. Female Band FactorsGradRawRaw+1sdRaw-1sd
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50%60%70%80%90%100%110%6065707580859095Chart 13. Ratios to UP99AA14 -MaleGradRawRaw+1sdRaw-1sd
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50%60%70%80%90%100%110%6065707580859095Chart 14 Ratios to UP99AA14 -FemaleGradRawRaw+1sdRaw-1sd
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0.911.11.21.31.450556065707580859095100105Chart 15. Ratio of table to combined, Male"Public""Private"
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0.911.11.250556065707580859095100105Chart 16. Ratio of table to combined, Female"Public""Private"
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AgeExactApprox∆ExactApprox∆ExactApprox∆


M4520.0620.060.00%20.0720.070.00%20.0920.090.00%


M5517.6317.630.00%17.6517.650.00%17.6717.670.01%


M6514.3614.360.00%14.3914.390.00%14.4314.430.02%


M7510.1710.170.00%10.2110.210.00%10.2510.260.03%


F4520.5820.580.00%20.5920.590.00%20.6020.600.00%


F5518.3018.300.00%18.3118.310.00%18.3218.320.00%


F6515.1815.180.00%15.2115.210.00%15.2315.230.00%


F7511.2311.230.00%11.2511.250.00%11.2811.280.01%


Table 3. Monthly life annuity-due at 4%


2014 01 012015 01 012016 01 01
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AgeExactApprox∆ExactApprox∆ExactApprox∆


M4520.1220.120.02%20.1320.130.02%20.1420.150.03%


M5517.7617.770.05%17.7817.790.06%17.8017.820.08%


M6514.6914.700.11%14.7114.730.15%14.7414.760.19%


M7511.1311.140.12%11.1511.170.16%11.1811.200.21%


F4520.6120.620.00%20.6220.620.01%20.6320.630.01%


F5518.3818.380.02%18.3918.400.02%18.4118.410.03%


F6515.4315.440.05%15.4515.460.06%15.4715.480.08%


F7511.9211.930.08%11.9411.950.11%11.9511.970.15%


Table 4. Monthly annuity-due with 10 year certain at 4%


2014 01 012015 01 012016 01 01
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AgeExactApprox∆ExactApprox∆ExactApprox∆


M45-F4520.9821.030.21%20.9921.040.22%21.0021.050.23%


M55-F5518.8518.890.23%18.8618.910.24%18.8818.930.26%


M65-F6515.8615.890.18%15.8915.920.21%15.9115.940.23%


M75-F7511.8411.850.08%11.8711.890.10%11.9011.920.14%


F45-M4521.1923.600.14%23.5723.600.14%23.5723.610.14%


F55-M5519.1222.640.17%22.6122.650.18%22.6222.660.18%


F65-M6516.1921.230.20%21.1921.240.21%21.2021.250.22%


F75-M7512.2619.150.21%19.1219.160.22%19.1319.170.23%


2014 01 012015 01 012016 01 01


Table 5. Monthly annuity-due reducing to 60% on member death at 4%
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Table 6. Adjusting Male 65


BandPublicPrivateTotalPublicPrivateTotalBandPublicPrivateTotalPublicPrivateTotal


100.00620.00490.01120.00720.01160.0092100.01660.00490.02150.00720.01160.0082


5000.02330.00640.02970.00880.00780.00865000.03610.01070.04670.00880.00780.0086


10000.04150.00840.05000.00790.01590.009310000.04860.01440.06300.00790.01590.0098


15000.04550.01770.06330.00920.01170.009915000.05760.01700.07460.00920.01170.0098


20000.04430.02620.07040.00910.00890.009020000.06050.01790.07840.00910.00890.0090


25000.05390.02350.07740.00790.00490.007025000.05860.01730.07590.00790.00490.0072


30000.06690.01810.08500.00420.01320.006130000.06060.01790.07850.00420.01320.0063


35000.08330.01390.09720.00580.00750.006035000.06790.02010.08800.00580.00750.0062


40000.11340.01100.12450.00410.00460.004140000.07470.02210.09680.00410.00460.0042


45000.12360.00650.13000.00640.00700.006545000.08440.02500.10930.00640.00700.0066


50000.24880.01260.26140.00690.00380.006850000.20620.06100.26720.00690.00380.0062


Total0.85070.14931.00000.00650.00860.0069Total0.77180.22821.00000.00690.00750.0070


Distribution by IncomeMortality rates


Original DistributionModified Distribution


Distribution by IncomeMortality rates
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Table 7. Adjusting Male 75


BandPublicPrivateTotalPublicPrivateTotalBandPublicPrivateTotalPublicPrivateTotal


100.01070.02140.03210.02580.02720.0267100.01660.00490.02150.02580.02720.0261


5000.03960.02900.06860.02740.03230.02945000.03610.01070.04670.02740.03230.0285


10000.05330.03550.08880.02470.02640.025410000.04860.01440.06300.02470.02640.0251


15000.05040.05280.10320.02600.02700.026515000.05760.01700.07460.02600.02700.0263


20000.04460.05660.10120.02440.02720.026020000.06050.01790.07840.02440.02720.0250


25000.05330.03960.09300.02040.02320.021625000.05860.01730.07590.02040.02320.0210


30000.06100.02990.09100.02030.02540.022030000.06060.01790.07850.02030.02540.0215


35000.06460.02490.08960.01790.03200.021935000.06790.02010.08800.01790.03200.0212


40000.06720.01480.08200.01580.02860.018140000.07470.02210.09680.01580.02860.0187


45000.06500.00800.07300.01830.01740.018245000.08440.02500.10930.01830.01740.0181


50000.16090.01670.17760.01320.02920.014750000.20620.06100.26720.01320.02920.0169


Total0.67060.32941.00000.01930.02720.0219Total0.77180.22821.00000.01900.02690.0208


Original DistributionModified Distribution


Distribution by IncomeMortality ratesDistribution by IncomeMortality rates
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